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cloud Know your



While cloud providers can offer certain levels of security controls, these generally are done to protect their investment, not the customer, reports Stephen Lawton.



Sponsored by



cloud Know your



I



n the poem “An Irish Airman Foresees His Death,” William Butler Yeats wrote: I know that I shall meet my fate Somewhere among the clouds above.



The Irish poet was writing in 1918 about World War I, but he had the vision of a 21st century CISO. That’s because today’s companies of all sizes are seeing that their fate lies in



While cloud providers can offer certain levels of security controls, these generally are done to protect their investment, not the customer, reports Stephen Lawton.



71% of respondents



moving applications and storage to the cloud. Maria Horton, CEO and president of EmeSec, a Reston, Va.-based security firm that implements cloud technology primarily for government agencies, cites perceived cost savings as the primary motivator for her customers moving business operations to the cloud. Using managed services means companies need not spend capital funds on expensive servers and can repurpose staff that



indicated they were concerned about compliance and audit.



How do you consume public cloud services today?



56%



Purchase directly from a cloud provider/service provider



48% 65% 64%



Purchase via internal IT department



63% 34%



Purchase from a cloud services reseller



14% 11% 10%
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Know your cloud



providers often limit the security access and testing a company might want to perform on their servers because a successful breach could impact their other customers. However, potential customers who have specific physical security needs might consider more traditional hosting, where they can put a fence around the server – literally as well as figuratively – rather than moving to a cloud environment where the data potentially could reside anywhere in the world on a physical server. Scalability is an important issue, Cavanagh says. And, SC Magazine readers agree. In a May survey of 160 readers – prepared by C.A. Walker Research Solutions and sponsored by McAfee – the top five reasons that were given for buying cloud services were all



otherwise would be assigned to IT, she says. Other experts say cloud computing can benefit small and midsize businesses (SMBs) that do not have the financial resources to protect their data adequately. Ray Cavanagh, vice president of Crescent Guardian (CGI), a New Orleans-based security integration firm, primarily works in the physical security business – supplying resources ranging from security guards to the fences and alarms that protect servers and entire company facilities – but his expertise in protecting assets extends to the cyber realm as well. “Just because data is in the cloud doesn’t mean it’s not on a server,” he says. Cloud



Which delivery model of cloud services does your company use?



72%



Software as a Service (SaaS)



71%



51% of respondents said legal and e-discovery issues colored their expansion to the cloud.



56% 61% Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)



34% 26% 36%



Platform as a Service (PaaS)



30% 29% 20,000 or more employees



6%



1,000 to 19,999 employees



13%



None
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Know your cloud operational: on-demand self-service, rapid elasticity, broad network access, resource pooling and measured services. On-demand self-service was the feature named most beneficial by 97 of the respondents participating in the survey. The next most frequently mentioned benefit was rapid elasticity (73 readers).



But, beyond operations, respondents expressed qualms about several critical business functions that could be outsourced to cloud providers. One hundred fourteen respondents, or 71 percent, indicated they were concerned about compliance and audit, while 98, or 61 percent, said they were concerned about governance and enterprise risk. Just over half, 51 percent, said legal and e-discovery issues colored their expansion to the cloud.



of respondents



What cloud service characteristics have you found to be most beneficial to your organizations?



cloud services directly from a provider.



56% 52%



Rapid elasticity



35% 39%



Broad network access



29%



Resource pooling



10% 0% 4% 4% Security Brief
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Know your cloud Among the public cloud security operational issues that SC Magazine readers identified were data leakage and data breaches (73 percent), controlling access and authentication from both malicious outsiders and insiders



(66 percent), security monitoring/visibility and incidence management (55 percent), and cloud account or service hijacking (53 percent). All of the other concerns were named by fewer than half of the respondents. Individuals polled said they consider identity and access management to be the most



With which public cloud security operational issues are you very concerned?



71% 68%



Data loss/ data breach



86%



Security monitoring/ visibility and incidence management



55% 50%



Cloud account or service highjacking



48% 51%



access and authentication from both



64%



malicious outsiders and insiders as



64%



their primary operational concern with cloud



56% 50% 43%



Access to your data by the service provider



Endpoint security



42% 41% 43%



Shared technology risks with other cloud service customers



39% 46%



29% 31%



Physical security
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72% 66% 63%



Controlling access and authentication



66%



implentations.
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Know your cloud important capability to building security in the public cloud. Encryption was identified as the second most important functionality. Jim Reavis, co-founder and executive director of the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA), a nonprofit that promotes best practices, says access management is essential to secure cloud computing. Not only must access controls limit who has the ability to manipulate data, it also needs to manage where the data is stored from a physical perspective, he says. The European Union (EU), for example, has strict limits on where data can be housed. Information created in one country may not be stored in a server physically located in another country. Some cloud and web-based applications popular in the United States today, such as Facebook and Google, likely would never have been created in Europe because of the differences in how Americans and Europeans look at security, Reavis says. The U.S., which has more lenient data storage regulations than the EU, allows data created within its borders to be stored in servers around the globe, with only a handful of exceptions. While many Americans are willing to give up some of their privacy to gain the conveniences provided by such services as Google



Fore! Setting cloud security expectations Before moving operations to the cloud, one should consider how secure they’d like to keep their data, says E. William Horne, a principal with Sharon, Mass.-based William Warren Consulting: 1. Military grade, which nobody but a government can afford to steal. 2. Good enough, which is a combination of threat analysis, encryption protocols and software, and thorough, ongo-
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and Facebook, he says, many Europeans tend to shun those programs. However, Reavis says any indicator that inappropriate customer or government access to confidential data in the cloud will have a chilling effect on public cloud adoption. To that end, he recommends that assets sent to the cloud are encrypted before they leave the company’s servers, not after. The company itself needs to own the decryption key for confidential data and not entrust that security precaution to the service provider. Kurt Roemer, chief security strategist at Citrix, a Santa Clara, Calif. -based cloud, mobile and virtualization company, agrees that SMBs generally benefit from the basic security services that providers offer. That is primarily owing to the fact, he says, that SMBs often have neither the on-staff expertise nor the funds to outsource enterpriseclass security. Yet they can be subject to the same regulations concerning the level of network security administration, monitoring and reporting as their larger counterparts. The cloud allows these companies to focus on their business without incurring a large capital expense or personnel costs. The underlying responsibility of the organization, however, is to ensure that their cloud provider is indeed meeting their in-house data security requirements.



65% of respondents use software-asa-service (SaaS) as their cloud delivery model.



ing background checks of employees and vendors. 3. Pretend security, which is the kind provided by putting passwords on documents in your word processor, or by assuming that the lock icon on a browser means that nobody can see what is being written or read. 4. No security, which is the most secure method. After all, if you know anyone can read it, you won’t put it in a place where anyone can.
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Know your cloud



in-depth analysis of the network. While traditional hosted services are not considered a “cloud” application, per se, another approach is for a company to rent a server from a hosting provider. In this set-up, the server is dedicated to that single company, which can add whatever security protocols and controls it desires. On the one hand, the server is off-site from the company’s headquarters and subject to the physical security capabilities of the hosting provider. However, the information is not stored “in the cloud” with replicated data in multiple locations, so the server is still vulnerable to disasters, like earthquakes and floods. When selecting a cloud provider, Roemer says the customer has to fully understand the services that are being offered. It is not enough to look at marketing brochures or lists on the website of services. Rather, he says, talk to the vendor’s representative and receive, in writing, the catalog of services the company will provide. Moving operations to the cloud should not mean that managing or securing them change significantly, he says. The company still owns the data and is fully responsible for its security. The cloud provider needs to ensure that the client’s data is at least as safe, if not safer, than if the client



Generally speaking, cloud services can be divided into three categories: software-asa-service (SAAS), such as Salesforce.com or Google’s Gmail, says Roemer, who also served as a commissioner on President Obama’s TechAmerica CLOUD2 panel. The services often have a specified level of security and customers generally cannot add, for example, their own vulnerability testing to these products. With platform-as-a-service (PaaS), a user often can add their own identity and access management (IAM) capabilities, plus encryption. The city of Edmonton in Alberta, Canada, for example, provides access to public data for its citizens and developers with its Open Data Catalogue, which uses open, industry-standard protocols and application programming interfaces (APIs). With infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), the client has the most flexibility and customization capabilities when it comes to testing, auditing and analysis of the network. Instead of just testing the network at Layer 2 or 3 – the data link and network layers, respectively – users can test the infrastructure at the application level, Layer 7. Testing the applications themselves provides, by far, the most



53% of respondents cited cloud account or service hijacking as their primary operational concern with cloud implentations.



How concerned are you with controlling access and authentication (from both malicious outsiders and insiders)? Not concerned



Not concerned



4%



Concerned



3%



Concerned



28%



Concerned



30%



Very concerned



72%
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Know your cloud stored the data on their own servers. As well, contracts have to be extremely specific, he says. Knowing which services will be provided is a first step. The second is to know in detail which services are expressly not offered. Finding a provider that understands the client’s line of business generally makes for a more successful partnership, Roemer says. If the vendor does not understand the nuances of the client’s business, it is not always possible to recognize what is important to that specific customer, or perhaps why the client needs reporting done in a specific way to meet regulatory requirements. Transparency of operating procedures also makes for a more successful alliance, he says. If the client understands the needs of the provider and vice versa, there is a greater likelihood that miscommunications will be reduced. Data portability, for instance, is one issue that must be negotiated up front. It can be a potential sticking point, Roemer says. If the client decides to move to a different cloud provider, what are the current provider’s responsibilities in making the transition smooth? How much and what kind of cooperation will the existing provider



offer to make the client’s move to the new provider safe for the data and transparent to the client’s operations? A misunderstanding here could lead to lost data or delays in getting applications up and running with fully populated databases, Roemer says. He advises that potential clients ask if the provider is a member of the Cloud Security Alliance’s Security, Trust & Assurance Registry (STAR), a free, publicly accessible registry that documents the security controls provided by various cloud computing offerings. Further, auditing the cloud provider is similar to having financial auditors go though the company’s books, Roemer says. Auditors can ensure that privacy policies and appropriate security concerns are being met and that breach reports are properly filed, complete with the mitigation plans. Auditing replaces hopes and concerns with verified, detailed reports, he says.



55% of respondents cited security monitoring/ visibility and incidence management as



Virtual supply chain One of the main challenges customers face today when dealing with cloud providers is understanding their virtual supply chain, Roemer says. The company selling the hosting services, or SaaS product, might be housing its applications on someone else’s servers. The customer buying cloud services needs to un-



their primary operational concern with cloud implentations.



How concerned are you with Endpoint security, including mobile endpoint devices? Not concerned



Not concerned



6%



Concerned



53%



Not concerned



7%



Very concerned



42%
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Know your cloud derstand the entire supply chain – that means where data is ultimate hosted, which companies are involved in managing that data, and what are their security policies and practices.



EmeSec’s Horton agrees. She says the entire market economy is going through a transformation with data. “We need to look at it differently,” she says, pointing out that the promise of the cloud is that data is flexible and can be moved and stored in various



71%



Which one security capability do you consider is most critical to securing data and user accounts in the public cloud? Identity and access management



25% 26% 22% 20%



Encryption



8%



Vulnerability management



Logging and auditing



0% 2%



API (application program interface) security



security, when deciding whether



11% 10%



to move to the cloud.



16%



3%



3% 2%



Malware protection



25%



10%



3%



3%



Endpoint (including mobile) security



features, including



8% 9% 7%



3%



Single sign-on



of respondents considered



11%



5%



Network data leakage prevention



Risk management



39%



3% 4% 3%
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Know your cloud locations to provide greater accessibility and performance. The flip side to that, though, is because data is flexible, it could end up on servers or in locations where its protection is not the server owner’s top priority. “Our supply chain is contracted to protect data,” she says. If information is breached, it could have serious repercussions throughout



the supply chain. Often the security failure that causes a breach is not with the infrastructure, but rather a breakdown in the application. This could open a door for attackers to access the data, says Simon Crosby, co-founder and chief technology officer at Bromium, a Cupertino, Calif.-based provider of endpoint security solutions. Crosby, a longtime supporter of open source software and formerly founder and



of respondents



What information do you consider too valuable or risky to move to a public cloud today?



said data loss



72%



Financial information



53%



36% 39%



Customer information



Employee information



41% 40%



Sales information



Other



was their primary operational concern with cloud implentations.



47% 47%



28% 25% 21%



Business planning information



Partner information



59% 63%



58% 55% 51%



Intellectual property



73%
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Know your cloud CTO of virtualization technology provider XenSource (acquired by Citrix), says tools are available today that can make cloud environments far more secure than some corporate data centers. Tools, such as Splunk, do not care where data is located, he says. Big Data security tools can be applied to the cloud to protect assets from application failures and from direct attacks from outsiders. In addition to protecting the cloud, Crosby says companies need to be more concerned with protecting their client hardware. “The quickest way to [attack] the cloud is to take over the client,” he says. “A vulnerable networked client can be used to access cloud data, particularly if the client has a cloud application that is poorly secured.” Other experts agree that companies should be concerned about the information they place in the cloud. But, not all data is created



The quickest way to [attack] the cloud is to take over the client.” – Simon Crosby, CTO, Bromium



equally, says E. William Horne, a principal with Sharon, Mass.-based William Warren Consulting. While some classes of data, such as marketing material, might be of lesser value for one company, another might consider it the crown jewels, with the need to be protected at any cost. Another major concern about data in the cloud is its timeliness, Horne says. While having a public company’s profit-and-loss statement exposed online might be worth a jail sentence if the data is released the day before annual earnings are announced, that



Security Brief



same document released the day after the announcement is of little intrinsic value since it already is in the public domain. “[You] can’t assume that a cloud provider has your security as a top priority,” Horne says. “If it’s out of your house, it’s out of your control.” While providers will perform certain levels of security controls, they generally are done to protect their investment, not the customer, he says. While a client’s security is important as a tool for generating new business, providers will only offer that level of security for which the customer has contracted. “Securing data that’s in the cloud is a multistep process, and it requires thorough preparation, ongoing audits and tests, and real-world evaluations of what is needed, as well is how to do it,” Horne says. “Most business data is so mundane that it isn’t worth securing. So, the first step in deciding on cloud security is a hard-nosed look at whether the perceived threat is due to competition or vanity.”



81% of respondents were driven to the cloud because of cost savings.



Meeting obligations Another of the challenges companies face when selecting a cloud provider is defining explicitly in the contract exactly what security requirements they have and how they plan to ensure the provider is meeting those obligations, says Sam Cattle, security practice lead at GlassHouse Technologies, a Southborough, Mass.-based provider of data center infrastructure consulting services. It is essential that the contract include a detailed description on the kinds of vulnerability testing and other procedures that companies can and cannot perform on the servers housing their data, he says. Despite the security assurances and best efforts a cloud provider might offer a potential customer, if it’s not written into the contract, it doesn’t exist, he says. If the provider touts that they meet various industry standards for security, they must share that proof with customers who have those requirements. Otherwise, he says, the customer is handing over to the
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Know your cloud provider all of their security responsibilities. Companies need to look at security from a data-centric, not a network-centric, perspective, Cattle adds. This means that when data security is outsourced to a third party, the company turns over implicit control of how security will be managed on corporate data to that provider. If the provider’s controls do not comport with the requirements the company has for data under its own control, the data owner could be putting this outsourced information at risk. Companies should not sign any cloud services agreement with a vendor that does not provide the user with the ability to audit its cloud operations, Cattle says. If the provider refuses to permit the user to perform an audit, but the provider already subscribes to audits that are equal to or surpass the level of security the client requires, he says it should be acceptable to use that provider – if they share all of the results of those audits with the customer. If the provider is large enough and has the appropriate financial and technical expertise to get satisfactory results from its security controls, then the customer should be in an acceptable position, he says. If the provider doesn’t have those capabilities, he says it has no business to be in the cloud. These are appropriate concerns as all the defensive disciplines that companies learned 50 years ago have, in many instances, been



Security Brief



lost, Cattle says. As younger engineers have replaced an older generation that worked on mainframes, some of the expertise and lessons learned for managing outsourced data have been forgotten. Still, despite increased speed, performance and computational power, the concept of cloud computing is much like time-sharing of past generations. But Milton Peterson, an attorney with the Savannah, Ga.-based law firm HunterMaclean, says that the cloud becomes commoditized, buying services will become similar to buying a utility. If a provider is selling software as a service, such as web-based email, limitations and liabilities are generally capped on direct damage. If an email account gets hacked, he says, there might not be any direct damages. However, if the indirect damage from the attack results in a breach of confidentiality with a major client, this is a more serious matter. n



61% of respondents said they were concerned about governance and enterprise risk.



This cloud security survey was prepared for SC Magazine by C.A. Walker Research Solutions and it was sponsored by McAfee. Questions were emailed to SC Magazine subscribers and McAfee clients between April 29 and May 10, 2013. Results were tallied from 160 respondents, and were not weighted. For more information about Security Briefs from SC Magazine, please contact Illena Armstrong, VP, editorial, at [email protected].
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McAfee, a wholly owned subsidiary of Intel, is the world’s largest dedicated security technology company. Backed by global threat intelligence, its solutions empower home users and organizations by enabling them to safely connect to and use the internet, prove compliance, protect data, prevent disruptions, identify vulnerabilities, and monitor and improve their security. McAfee is relentlessly focused on constantly finding new ways to keep its customers safe.
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